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THE 7 DEADLY SINS OF LADIES SALSA STYLING 
Are You Guilty? 

 

 

Introduction 

Styling your social Salsa dancing is the best way to express yourself, satisfy your creative 

side, and get the most fun and enjoyment from your social dancing. 

Guys love girls who style with attitude because it shows that you are fully invested in the 

dance and present in the moment. It makes THEM feel good about dancing with you. 

 

 



 
 

However there are some girls who give styling a bad name - they style in a way that 

detracts and distracts from the dance rather than enhancing it. 

Those girls will not be top of the “must dance with” list for most guys. 

So I’ve compiled this list of the seven worst styling sins, so you can feel good about your 

styling, and ultimately get more dances and more attention on the dance floor - for the 

right reasons. 

1. Slutty Instead Of Sexy 

Salsa styling is an opportunity to express yourself. Drawing attention to your sexuality is 

certainly one way of doing that, but it’s not the only way. 

There are many flavours of styling which do not need to be overtly sexual. 

You can be playful, flirtatious, coy, classy, elegant, sophisticated. 

Sexy doesn’t mean pornographic. 

You don’t have to wiggle and gyrate like a lap dancer. 

A intricate shine performed with precise timing and neat, clean footwork is just as effective 

as a body roll and far more sophisticated. 

You can draw attention to ALL your best traits - femininity, creativity, versatility, musicality - 

when you style.  

There’s no need to rely on the obvious assets all the time! 

2. Style Without Substance 

Styling only sits comfortably on top of good technique, otherwise it looks disconnected 

from your dancing. 

If you try and style with your arms without first having a solid foundation of footwork, body 

movement and connection to your partner, it will look artificial, inauthentic and awkward. 
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If your “map” of where you are in the music, or spatially in relation to your partner is not 

well developed enough, you will probably pick the wrong moments to style...flinging an arm 

out when the guy wants to lead you with it, or launching into a body roll when you should 

be doing a cross body turn. 

Never forget that good technique in itself will make your dancing look more stylish and 

elegant - before you add more stuff in. 

3. Too Self-Centred 

It’s not all about you. Your first responsibility as a follower is to make your partner feel 

good - even if his dancing isn’t. 

If a novice guy is struggling to hold his timing and keep the dance going, too much styling 

may be off putting for him, and may even make him feel inadequate and intimidated. 

Hijacking the lead occasionally in certain specific circumstances with advanced leads can be 

fun, and perfectly permissible, but constantly aborting moves to make room for styling, or 

missing leads as a result of styling is not. This will make you really unpopular with guys who 

are good leads. 

Yes your styling sometimes needs to be larger than life to be noticeable, and yes to an 

extent it’s a performance. But never lose sight of the fact that a social dance is an equal 

collaboration. 

You are not the guy’s puppet, but you’re not the whole show either. 

4. Self Conscious And Shy 

You have to style like you mean it! 

Styling is a statement about what you think about yourself, as well as your partner. 

The styling that shows up in your dancing is directly proportional to your own sense of 

self-worth...the better you feel about yourself, the more deserving you feel about looking 

good on the dance floor and the more time you spend working on styling technique. 
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The more time you spend, the better your dancing becomes, the more your confidence 

grows, and the more time you want to spend on it. 

For many ladies, the first hurdle is getting past the body image issues and the “I don’t have 

time for practice” or “everyone else is better than me” stories that are running in their 

heads. 

You need to understand that anything improvised on the dance floor is the result of 

hundreds of hours in front of the mirror rehearsing and refining a movement so it can be 

instantly recalled when the right phrase of music is in flow. 

 

5. Trying Too Hard 

Less is often so much more. 

If you are trying to impress by adding lots of embellishments and styling indiscriminately, it 

often has the opposite effect. Your technique and timing suffer, and your dancing looks 

busy and messy and over the top. 

If you understand musically where to put styling in, use it sparingly and keep a good flow 

going throughout the dance, it will have a lot more impact. 

One of the best ways to see how your styling looks is to video yourself dancing. This can be 

with a partner or just doing a solo shine. 

This may be hard to watch - we rarely look like we think we do, but it will show you exactly 

what you need to work on. This is where a teacher’s feedback can be invaluable. 

6. Not Musically Driven 

Your styling should reflect each individual song that you dance to. 

It should be used to highlight the accents in the music and interpret what you’re hearing. 
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Footwork and shines can pick out key rhythms and instruments, and not just be tied to the 

generic 1,2,3 5,6,7 Salsa rhythm. 

Learning to access this level of musicality is not easy, and you can’t master it in a couple of 

lessons, or in the midst of social dancing. 

However it can be an immensely rewarding journey and the only route to true 

self-expression and spontaneity on the social dance floor. 

7. Not Your Own Style 

I look at other dancers for inspiration all the time, but I NEVER steal and exactly copy 

something I’ve seen in a video. 

I don’t want to look like anyone else - I want to have my own style and I want other female 

dancers to take inspiration from me in the same way, without becoming my clone. 

It’s much more fun to put your own personality into your dancing - then no one can tell you 

it’s “wrong”. You’ll find you dance with much more conviction when you’re just being 

yourself and responding to the music. 

You never hear a piece of music in quite the same way as someone else, and your aesthetic 

taste will be different, so make your own mind up about how you want to look as a dancer. 

Style With Confidence 

I hope this has been useful and given you some clues about how to develop your social 

dance styling further, and be more confident with it. 

My brand new video series “Ultimate Arm Styling” is a complete course that will walk you 

through the whole process of integrating your arms with the rest of your body when you 

dance. 

Here’s the link to get the first video free: 

http://salsaintoxica.com/ultimate-arm-styling-free-video 
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